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Podobnik and Stanley [1] introduced Detrended Cross-Correlation Analysis (DCCA) for analysing long-range 
cross-correlations between two simultaneously recorded non-stationary time series. This method is an extension of 
the well-known Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), which was initially proposed by Peng et al. [2], as a method 
for quantifying serial correlations in non stationary time series. DCCA is based on the analysis of the diffusion 
properties of detrended covariance over time.  

We first present the algorithms of DFA and DCCA, and we briefly discuss some formal properties of their 
results. Then we analyze some results obtained with simulated data sets, especially for evidencing the effects of 
noise and short-term auto-regressive processes.  

 
Figure 1: Effect of added noise on perfect synchronization. The increase of random perturbations whitened DFA 
slopes, especially in the short term. In contrast, DCCA slope remained unchanged whatever noise strength.  

 
Our results showed that adding noise to series entailed a whitening of 

DFA slopes in the short-term, but did not affect DCCA slopes (Figure 1). 
This result suggests that DCCA focuses exclusively on coupling processes, 
and is not sensitive to random perturbations.  

We also showed that short-term autoregressive coupling could generate a 
close matching of long-term correlation behaviors between series, even with 
rather weak auto-regressive parameters (Figure 2). This suggests that long-
range cross-correlations between systems could originate in weak local 
coupling. This result questions the principles that underlie the strong 
anticipation hypothesis [3]. 
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Figure 2: Effect of short-term auto-
regressive coupling on DFA and DCCA 
results.  


